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t Our Faculty, we are glad to notice, is in request
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It seems to be current opinion that Judge Savage
be offered the Chancellorship of the University

.y the Regents at their but it is not at
All certain that he will accept if it is. The gentle- -
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3eing already Nebraska man and identified with
he interests and of the state, it not
probable that the choice of other man, who has
t)eenJmentioned in this connection, be received

as much satisfaction.

'anuary, Fifield out of the state;
Jannett is dangerously ill at and Pow-r- s

is arranging business in
to assuming duties as Attorney General of

state. be hoped that this
nut mean much postponement of

let tion of for While
m are progressing finely for being
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induce good man to accept the it wou'd
no doubt be increased by the coming legislature upon

proper showing.

The students who attend our University are marked
for their conscientiousness in study, their respectful

attention and obedience to those in authority over
them their willingness to experience self-deni- al

and even hardship in order that they may reap the
benefits of liberal education here, but they are defi-

cient in one respect. More mutual geniality and
politeness among us would cost nothingand pay well.

This is no doubt a minor fault when compared with
the good that we just mentioned,
nevertheless it is an unnecessary one and reflects upon
us in the outside world. That a great many warm

personal friendships exist among us is beyond dispute,
but wo do lack a kindliness and fellowship

that it would take very individually, to create
and permanently establish. The Student docs not
think that the deficiency named comes from anything
more than caroler or self-occupi-

ed disregard ofone-anothcr- 's

feelings. Too many of us are strangers.
How many who read this will recogni.e the existence
of this defect, and do what lies in their power
dv it?
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litile fun and rest. To nearly all of us.
the winter recess is the most pleasant of the year. .

short think of filling it outside work,
and plenty become from a long
term's study, we can enter zest into the gayeties

the season, and be freely and entirely
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and
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long rested

the Holidays feeling the thrill of unfettered
merriment and good nature that fills the air
Christmas-time- . This is the season when the world
throws off and disappo'ntments, its self-
ishness and suspicion, and brightens up a smile
of gladness that renders mere existence a happiness- -
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Regent cupied and over-industrio- us country, that all of us can
well afford the time to enjoy it to the full. The Stu-
dent claims that hard work is always better done
after an occasional diversion, and that all thoughts of
the study, lecture and recitation room should be dis-
pensed with until we leturn next term, refreshed and
invigorated.
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